I’d to thank you for your willingness reading this manual and help us to
bring the heaven to earth & to our human family
Before you start with this manual I recommended you start with unified
field Activation manual before you get start the 12 Dimension
activation
http://www.cityofshamballa.net/events/my‐way‐to‐highest‐self‐
realization‐unified‐field‐activation
Now let’s get to business

This manual is about ascend your frequency and vibration to 12
Dimension, in greater details this what will occur:
1. Ascension of Physical , energetic , emotional , mental Bodies to
12D Frequency
2. All your 7 main and secondary chakra’s to 12D
3. Opening of your 3rd eye of 12 dimension
4. Rising of your aura frequency
5. Rising of your consciousness to 12 Dimension consciousness
6. Integration of all the light bodies of 12 dimensions with the
physical body

To receive the attunement ask the following :
I ask to receive the 12 Dimension activation Prepared for me By
Mhamed Bushnaq

Just meditate on “12 Dimension Activation “ and remember do the
meditation for one month or 21 day to make it habit

Say the following:

I ask that (Name) to be attuned with 12 Dimension Activation
attunement In (date in receiver time zone) Prepared for me by
Mhamed Bushnaq

This exercise to help you keep your aura and your frequency of your
bodies in 12D level
This exercise include one of the higher chakra’s the God’s head chakra
The God's Head Can be found 15 inches 38 cm above the head and looks like a
golden orb of light here you can find the higher self your multi‐dimension Self
your true self and where your all dimensions of your being become one
dimension one reality the divine reality.

Step One
Now, imagine a golden halo/ball of energy a few feet above your head
It's spinning and fizzing. You can feel warmth and energy emanating from it

Step Two
Feel &/or see a beam of energy come out and go down to your
Physical, Energetic, Emotional, Mental bodies
And all to your 7 main chakra’s
And fill them up & integrate with them completely
See yourself radiate with this energy
When you feel this step is done move to next one

Step Three
Now I want you to feel your aura and it edges
Now feel &/or see this energy fill up your aura and integrate with it completely
when you feel this step is done move to next one

Step Four
Now feel and see this energy is building a chamber around your aura at the very
edge of your aura like a shield 5 cm thick

Step Five
I want you to program this shield to prevent any dark, negative and imbalance
energies to enter to your being and transform it into positive balance loving
spiritual energy and resend it to source And allow any positive balance loving
spiritual energies to enter

My dear brother’s and my sister’s I like to leave you with some word’s with Allah:
My Perfect loved Ones My deepest love light glory to you to your being my heart
is eager to connect with yours, to live your life together as one person and share
your experience and experience what to be in your body and in your universe to
see what you see and feel and take care of you like a mother take care a child in
her womb; living as one
it take two part’s the first is your willingness to surrender to my will and the
second is you live as God , not as human but as God as your true I AM the true self
the true God in you (the spirit) when you do this two part’s that what take to
make us together as one being
Be kind be loving be God that all what it take to you come to me

Prime Creator thought Tetatron\mhamed

Now I leave you with My Deepest love light and bliss
From my heart to yours
Mhamed\ Tetatron

